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Remember, though, that this exception applies only to unreal conditionals—that is, situations that do not
reflect reality. (hint: unreal conditionals often contain words like “would” or “ought to.”) when you’re talking
about a possibility that did happen or might be true, use “was” and “were” as you normally would.I feel like
"were" sounds better, but i am saying: if only travel back in time was possible, so then "was" seems to fit
when you think of it like this. perhaps one day i could travel back. perhaps one day i could see my wife
again.If only it were true (french: et si c'etait vrai ) is the first novel by the french author marc levy . it was
released in 1999 by Éditions robert laffont , and was translated into english the following year.The mastery of
freedom (if only it were in my power) songtext von orpheus mit lyrics, deutscher Übersetzung, musik-videos
und liedtexten kostenlos auf songtextemWere is slightly more formal. depending on the context you might
want to use it: many people believe that were is required in sentences like this and will say some misinformed
stuff about the subjunctive. basically, using were saves you from potential annoying criticism, if that kind of
stuff matters to you.John banville: ‘the catechism had all the answers. if only it were all true’ john banvilleIt’s
when you give something that you have very little of, that you truly give. if i had to describe the book if only it
were true in a few words, i would say: love, hope, friendship, love, trust, life, death, love.Hello. i'm looking
for a simple answer to which is correct: "i was" or "i were." i hear both in conversation but don't know if there
is a hard-and-fast rule for useage, if it varies according to situation, or what.
If life gave you a second chance to meet your first love again, would you risk everything to take it? if life gave
you a second chance to meet your first love again, would you risk everything to take it?If only it were all so
simple, if only there were evil people somewhere insidiously committing evil deeds and it were necessary only
to separate them from the rest of us and destroy them.Siammhossain just recently found your work. gotta say i
genuinely admire your honesty in expressing yourself - it’s very brave and takes a lot of guts.
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Were is slightly more formal. depending on the context you might want to use it: many people believe that were is
required in sentences like this and will say some misinformed stuff about the subjunctive. basically, using were saves
you from potential annoying criticism, if that kind of stuff matters to you.
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